Multimedia Learning Module (MLM) with Hologram Simulation to Improve Diagrammatic Representation Skills of Students
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ABSTRACT

This research aims to determine the achievement of students’ scores after using Multimedia Learning Modules (MLMs) and to determine the increase in diagram representation after using Multimedia Learning Module (MLM). This research uses a pre-experimental design with one group pre-test and post-test design. The data collection technique used was purposive sampling. The sample used was 35 students from class X IPA 3. The research instrument used was multiple choice test questions containing achievement indicators. The results showed an increase in the ability to represent diagrams in the medium category as indicated by the N-Gain value.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Representation is used by students to organize knowledge in thinking processes [1]. In addition, students can solve physics problems using diagrammatic representations by drawing diagrams [2]. In general, coding a number of data as a basis for knowledge by humans and computers as a form of diagrammatic representation [3]. Diagram representation makes it easier for students to interpret problems and build a deeper understanding of natural phenomena [4]. Students usually use diagrammatic representations to explain words in the form of images in understanding problem situations [5]. Diagram representation is superior and even considered more exclusive when compared to verbal representation when solving problems in physics [6]. Therefore, the ability to represent diagrams determines the success of students in solving problems in certain concepts related to figure and vectors.

Diagram representation has advantages over verbal representation in solving physics problems [7]. A diagram can gather all the information used and can be a conclusion from the opinion [8]. In addition to quantitative problems, students can solve qualitative problems using diagrams [9]. This happens because students can make pictures and arrows as a certain vector direction [10]. So physics problems can be solved using diagrammatic representation capabilities.

Physics learning is difficult for students to understand due to several factors. Students experience learning difficulties due to low motivation and potential factors [11]. Learning difficulties are not all due to the influence of the level of intelligence of students, but because psychological factors also play a role. Interviews can be conducted to determine the influence of psychological factors. In working on students, sometimes they are less motivated and not focused so that the results of learning physics are not satisfactory. In addition, most of the physics material is in the form of concepts that are difficult to understand by students so that it requires high imagination to understand [12]. Teachers in explaining a physics concept use many words and students are not challenged to use other representations in the form of images, graphs, or mathematics from a physics concept being taught [13]. The weak ability of students to represent data is the cause of the difficulty of students in solving physics problems [14].
The main source of knowledge comes from the teacher and usually students are only provided with physics books to increase understanding of physics concepts. It happened in the conventional class. Students are required to read physics books without being equipped with supporting multimedia [15]. Learning media equipped with multimedia can be used to support and improve students’ understanding of physics concepts [16]. So learning difficulties from students can be overcome by using multimedia assisted learning media. There are many instructional media that can be used by teachers, one of which is through multimedia learning module (MLM). Schools must have computer facilities equipped with supporting applications for making MLM. MLM are effectively used to improve students’ basic understanding because they are equipped with narrative text and flash animation or simulations that display the concepts of physics [15]. To make it easier for students, learning media can be accessed online using a computer so that students will be free to learn and be flexible in accessing [17].

Technology is able to help students understand physics material, one of which is holograms. The use of 3D holograms can overcome the barriers of students in understanding learning both in class and practice [18]. The visual 3D hologram display can replace real equipment to be used as practice, making it easier for teachers to prepare physics equipment. 3D holograms can be made using the concept of the reflection generated by the LED / light from the LCD [19]. Holograms need to be developed as learning media because not all learning objects can be faced directly by students [20]. Therefore, the use of 3D holograms can help students to improve their diagrammatic representation skills.

This paper will discuss the use of instructional media to solve the above problems. The learning media that has been developed is a Multimedia Learning Module (MLM) equipped with a 3D hologram. MLM is used to improve student diagram representation.

2. RESEARCH METHODS

This research is a quantitative research with experimental methods. The design used was pre-experimental with one group pre-test and post-test design. The design was chosen because of the limitations of students who used only 1 class. The research design is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 One group pre-test and post-test design](image)

With O1: pretest, X : treatment/ implementation MLM with hologram simulation, dan O2: posttest.

The research was conducted in April 2020 at SMA Negeri 1 Muntilan. Purposive sampling was used to determine the research sample. The research sample consisted of 35 students from class X MIPA 3. The research instruments used were Multimedia Learning Modules (MLM) and test questions. The test is in the form of multiple choices consisting of 5 questions that students must answer. The test contains questions about understanding diagrams on harmonic motion material. Test questions are made based on the indicators to be studied.

The data analysis technique is divided into two, namely instrument validation and descriptive analysis of research results. Instrument validation is used to see the feasibility of the MLM instrument. The instrument was analyzed using the Aiken V equation as follows:

\[ V = \frac{\Sigma s}{n(c-1)} \] (1)

s is \( l_0 \), \( l_0 \) is the lowest validity rating score, \( c \) is the highest validity rating score, \( r \) is score given by the validator. The validation score obtained from the media expert validator and the material expert will be included in the Aiken V criteria according to table 1 [21].

Table 1. Validation criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validity Result</th>
<th>Validity Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8&lt;V≤1</td>
<td>Very Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6&lt;V≤0.8</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4&lt;V≤0.6</td>
<td>Less Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2&lt;V≤0.4</td>
<td>Inadequate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptive analysis of the results of the study was carried out using the pretest and posttest value data obtained by students. Data from the pretest and posttest results were analyzed by means of the mean / average value of the class and using Normalized Gain to see the increase in the pretest to posttest scores. The equation used for Normalized Gain is as follows:

\[ N\text{-gain}=\frac{S_{post}-S_{pre}}{S_{max}-S_{pre}} \times 100\% \] (2)
The results of the Normalized Gain calculation are included in the criteria in table 2 below [22]:

**Table 2. Classification of gain score**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;g&gt; ≥0.7</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 &gt; &lt;g&gt; ≥0.3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;g&gt; &lt;0.3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1. Result

The implementation of MLM with holographic simulations on Harmonious Motion material is carried out in class X semester II. The research MLM media has been validated by expert judgment, the results are shown in table 3.

**Table 3. MLM media validation results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>MLM Validation Aspects</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>Valid (Very Adequate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>Valid (Very Adequate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that MLM media has valid criteria in terms of media aspects and material aspects. MLM media can be used for learning. MLM with holographic simulations that have been developed can be seen in figure 2.

Students work on pretest questions to find out their initial abilities. Students independently learn physics material at home by opening MLM via android. Holograms are used by students to observe simple pendulum motion and spring motion. After finishing learning to use MLM, students work on posttest questions.

The student’s diagrammatic representation ability was measured using the instrument from 5 multiple choice questions that had been given during the pretest and posttest. The analysis was carried out using N-Gain based on the pretest and posttest values. Table 2 describes the results of the pretest and posttest analysis of the diagram representation ability.

**Figure 2 MLM with hologram simulation**

**Table 4. Results of diagrammatic representation ability test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum score</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum score</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Gain</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the descriptive analysis and the average value of the diagram representation ability, the pretest average is 53 and the posttest average is 81. An increase in the ability of diagram representation can be observed at the N-gain value of 0.6 in the moderate category according to Table 2. Figure 3 shows how the ability of diagram representation increases. The red color shows the pretest results while the blue color shows the posttest results. It can be seen from the figure that the post-test results are higher than the pretest results.
3.2. Discussion

The use of MLM equipped with 3D holograms can be applied in learning to improve students' diagrammatic representation skills. Learning media are prepared based on the 2013 curriculum for class X semester II. The contents of the MLM material are harmonic vibrations on the pendulum, harmonic vibrations on the spring, and holographic videos.

In learning, students must prepare a hologram projector. The hologram projector is made of mica plastic. Students make a hologram projector according to the pattern and size prepared by the teacher. The hologram projector used is a pyramid shape. After that, the hologram projector will be used to view and observe the hologram video on each student's cellphone. The hologram video consists of 2 videos, namely, the harmonic motion of the pendulum and the harmonic motion of the spring. Students can observe the harmonic motion diagram from the video. Therefore, hologram videos will stimulate and improve students' diagrammatic representation skills.

The student's representation ability will be assessed using test questions consisting of 5 questions. Before students do the learning, students will work on pretest questions. Then students will learn programming languages using media and 3D holograms prepared by the teacher. After that, students will work on posttest questions. The results of the pretest and posttest scores will be used to see an increase in the ability to represent diagrams.

The results of the data analysis show that the implementation of MLM equipped with 3D holograms can improve students' diagrammatic representation skills as shown in Table 4. The ability to represent diagrams is measured using multiple choice questions. The diagrammatic representation ability is quite good, it can be seen from the N-Gain value in the medium category. The increase in the category is moderate because students learn independently at home. Lack of direct supervision from the teacher during the learning process causes an increase in the representation ability of students not in the high category. Weaknesses are still found, students are still confused about determining the direction of the observed physical quantities.

This research is in line with the results of research by Sadaghiani [15],[17] which explains that the use of MLM can increase motivation, student activity and practicality in learning. The results of the research by Hendra [18] showed that with holograms the students better understood the shapes of objects or physical symptoms in 3D and increased the students' ability to represent diagrams.

4. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this research is that the implementation of MLM with hologram simulation can improve the ability of diagram representation. For further research, learning can use other physics materials and making holograms with other methods.
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